
 

 
 
Dear Division 39 members and supporters, 

 

The DIVISION/Review editorial staff is pleased to share with you the first issue of the 

DIVISION/Review Digest, which will arrive in your inboxes periodically throughout 

the year.  The aim of the Digest is to offer contributions in addition to the quarterly 

D/R print edition, ranging from the application of psychoanalytic ideas to social and 

political concerns, to psychodynamic research and book reviews.  The Digest will 

provide a well-organized and accessible space for analytic ideas, in keeping with 

DIVISION/Review’s goal of expanding dialogue across schools and disciplines. 

 

Additionally, we invite you to follow us on social media accounts to receive additional 

articles, research commentary and reviews.  You will find links to our social media 

accounts at the bottom of this email. 

 

Please find Issue 1 of the DIVISION/Review Digest below.  If you have a question 

regarding your subscription to the print edition, contact David Lichtenstein at 

divisionreview.editor@gmail.com.   
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*Click on the blue links to open articles in another window 
 
Preview of the Upcoming Issue 

Patricia Gherovici and Manya Steinkoler interview Dorothée Bonnigal-Katz about an 

innovative Psychosis Therapy Project 

 
Psychoanalysis without Walls 
 
Robert Frashure interviews analyst Lewis Aron about the progressive history and 

potential of psychoanalysis, and Katie Gentile comments on privilege, male fragility and 

shame in light of the #MeToo movement.   
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Surveying the Analytic Field  
 
Derek Hook reviews Anouchka Grose’s Hysteria Today (Karnac, 2016).   
 

Research and the Clinic 
 
Stephen Soldz reviews the empirical support for long-term psychodynamic therapy.  

Part 1 and part 2.  Also, Karl Stukenberg questions the therapeutic value of the 

“alliance.”    

 
From the Archives  
 
Alexander Kriss argues against pathologizing video gaming, and Tracy Morgan reflects 

on ending her 10-year analysis. 

 

Responses 
 
Should you wish to continue the discussion, please submit a response to: 

divisionreview.webeditor@gmail.com Please note that responses are subject to editorial 

discretion. 

 
To unsubscribe from these periodic digests, click here 
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